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I watched a TED talk recently by Sir Ken
Robinson entitled Do schools kill creativity? After seeing what the teachers and students have been able to achieve in the first
couple of weeks of online learning, I can
resoundingly answer this as no. Teachers
have worked long hours preparing engaging and informative material in both written
and visual form. A browse through the
school’s YouTube channel shows just how
much effort has been put into ensuring that
students have the best opportunity to learn
during this pandemic response.
I’d like to express my appreciation for
our school community in working with us
during what is a difficult time for everyone.
For those who are spending time on ClassDojo with our younger students, I admire
your patience (give me secondary school
students any time!). For others who are
upsetting routines to provide space and
devices for children to work with, I feel your
pain. But mostly I’d like to thank those who
are being responsible for only sending children to school if it is absolutely necessary.
This is allowing us to continue to provide
high-quality material that your children are
receiving.
For those who are in Years 4 to 6 and
need their school device to support their
learning, we have placed the forms on the
school website for you to download and
complete at home before you come to
school to collect the device.
We are also sending out a survey to our
parents’ tor whom we have email addresses to obtain some feedback about how

online learning is working for them. There
is no perfect solution for how should be so
we need to work with you to find the best
solution for everyone.
Congratulations to our Award winners for
this week. It’s great to see that we are
looking for ways to acknowledge the students while they are working at home. The
winners were announced on video on our
Facebook page and YouTube channel.
Finally, I’d like to share the verse that Emma
shared with us in our staff Worship on Monday morning. It is found in Proverbs 3:5. 6
(NLT) and states
Trust in the LORD with all your heart; do
not depend on your own understanding.
Seek his will in all you do, and he will
direct your paths.
This is the promise that I and my family relied on when we moved to Tasmania at the
beginning of 2018 and has been a big part
of how I have tried to lead Hilliard Christian
School. I will affirm its truth and encourage
you to make it a part of your life as well.
Best wishes

Steve Littlewood
Principal

Around Our School.....
I would like to say a huge thank you
to our parents who are supporting
our students to be cooking at home
Year 9/10
during
this time. To check out all of
This term students are completing a “cooking for everyday the awesome things our students
are cooking head on over to our
occasions” unit. Last week
they had to prepare a dish that facbebook page.
was suitable for a mother’s day
breakfast. The recipe that was Mrs Matteo
Food Tech Teacher
demonstrated was crumpets
but students
had the freedom to choose
another recipe
from the items
in their pantry.
The pictures
that came
through from
Art
students were fantastic. Week
A recent Art assignment began
2 students are exploring recipes
as a challenge from the Getty
for “old fashioned puddings”.
Museum in the United States.

Food Technology Update

Year 7
This term students are completing a “4 ingredient” unit where
they develop skills in preparing
a variety of sweet and savoury
dishes that contain only 4 ingredients. Week 1 students made
spinach and feta turnovers and
this week they are preparing the
ever popular Vanilla
Slice.
Year 5
This term year 5
students are learning basic cooking
skills in their introduction to this
subject. It has been fantastic to
see the enthusiasm of students
to be in the kitchen cooking
at home and I look forward to
seeing their pictures of their first
dish this week: YoYo Biscuits.
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Quality Education Delivered
in Style

The Hilliard fleet has been busy
over the last few days delivering
education packs and resources
to the homes of our students all
over the region. We are committed to ensuring our students are
Senior art students were given continuing their quality education this term.

a challenge while at home, to
recreate a famous art work
with household objects.

Now parents and staff are getting involved. Cheryl’s amazing
recreation-artwork is entitled
‘Girl with a Pearl Earring’ and
is made up of various flours,
oats, coloured chalk and sugar. Daniel Finearty recreated
his painting using an actual
Pug and his niece Maddison,
daughter of former Hilliard
student Elyce.
School Bus
With fluctuating student attendance the regular bus runs
are no longer operating. If your child requires to be picked up to
attend you need to contact the bus driver at the very latest the
day before it is required. The bus drivers can be contacted on the
numbers listed below. Any concerns or questions contact Darren
(Bus Manager).
Karen’s Bus - 0408 129 743, Steve’s Bus - 0408 129 742
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From
The
Chappy....

Hey guys!
I just want to congratulate all the mums and dads and grandmas and grandpas and other
carers for all you have done to help your kids with their learning in this tough time. You are
doing great! I just know we will all be back to normal again soon.
You know, it's true that there are sometimes people who are born with extraordinary vision
and foresight in their field. Today, I want to tell you about some eerily accurate predictions that came true! (Source: https://clicktime.symantec.com/3Ejo2XSQtzcG5wv1xt9LTyQ7Vc?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.welikeviral.com%2F15-amazing-predictions-actually-cametrue-freaky-yet-amazing.html%23Rpi4lfHBcfFjRXb8.99 )
1. The Internet
Famous writer Mark Twain (who wrote Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn) predicted that a
great technology called "internet" would be discovered almost a century before the rest of the
world knew about it. This sensational prediction was made in 1898 through his science fiction
stor Twain also spoke of an invention called "Electroscope" which allowed live video streaming and enabled users to make telephonic calls to different parts of the globe.
2. Film Technology
Film critic Roger Ebert predicted in 1987 that visual media would embrace digital technology
very soon. Ebert spoke about High Definition, widescreen televisions and storage devices
similar to DVD’s even at a time when people had no clue what those things were.
3. 21st Century Gadgets
John Elfreth Watkins, a civil engineer, penned his thoughts on how the world would change in
an article entitled ‘What May Happen In the Next 100 Years’. This article was written in 1900
and spoke about present day gadgets such as television, digital photography, mobile phones
and even battle tanks.
4. The Cold War
Robert Heinlein predicted in 1941 that two powerful nations of the world would possess
weapons of mass destruction and would be at loggerheads. This happened between Russia
and the United States and came to be known as ‘Cold War’. Interestingly, he also predicted
water beds way before they were invented.
5. The Moon Landing
In 1865, Jules Verne predicted that America would be the first nation in the world to send a
human being to the moon. Verne also predicted that rockets and telescopes would help them
to accomplish this feat.
6. The Atom-Bomb
H.G Wells predicted one of the greatest catastrophes in the history of mankind through his
article ‘The World Set Free’ in 1914. Wells talked about mass destruction through atomic
bombs 30 years before the fateful bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. He also added that
the places would not be suitable for human habitation for many years.
All of these 6 predictions were amazing, but pale in comparison with the seventh that I want
to share with you today:

Pr Daniel Matteo
Chaplain

7. Dramatic Increase in Knowledge, Speed of Travel and Lifestyle
2,500 years ago, the biblical prophet Daniel received a vision of the future. After it was over,
an angel spoke to him and said:
"But you, Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book until the time of the end; many
shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall increase.” (Daniel 12:4, NKJV)
The angel declared that Daniel's vision would not be able to be fully understood until a time
that he called "the time of the end". The identifying marks of this time would be a dramatic
increase in knowledge, speed of travel and lifestyle. I believe that time is now!
If you are interested in finding out more about what Daniel and some of the other biblical
prophets wrote, make sure you check out the awesome live online lecture series “Predictions
of Hope Beyond Corona”, May 8-may 11 at 7.30pm. Check this website of details: https://
discover.hopechannel.com/predictionsofhope/
God bless guys!!
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